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Integrity - Service - Excellence
Eglin AFB – Full Spectrum Operations

Research

Development/Acquisition

Developmental Test

Operational Test

Combat Training/Operations

Transition Technology to Weapon Systems and Provide War Winning Capabilities On Time, On Cost

Arming Warriors
Eglin Land Ranges

463,448 Acres
724 Square Miles

D.C. Beltway
Camp Rudder
Eglin Main
Duke Field
Hurlburt

Gulf of Mexico
Eglin Water Ranges

Eglin AFB

123,000 Sq Miles
134,000 Sq Miles Total Airspace

Available
Eglin Video
Precision Strike – Revolutionary Change

Lead Developer
XXX – USAF
XXX – USA
XXX – USN

Prior 70s 80s 90s 00s Future

AIM-9
AGM-65
M-117
MK-82
MK-83
MK-84
AGM-84
AGM-88 HARM
GBU-10, 12
AGM-88C/D CALCM
AGM-120
GBU-15
GBU-27
GBU-24
GBU-28
AGM-130
AGM-114 Hellfire
AIM-9X
JDRADM
SLAM-ER
AGM 88 SLAM
CBU-103 WCMD
CBU-105 WCMD
CBU-107 WCMD
CDB
GBU-38
SDB
JASSM
JASSM (ER)
Active Denial System 2

AGM-154 JSOW
GBU-31
GBU-32
GBU-35
GBU-37

Active Denial System 2